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Sunwave Solar Pool Heating can extend your present swimming season in Australia
by three, four or even up to five months! This (depending on your location), means
you could be using your pool for up to EIGHT or NINE months of the year.
Think about the number of times (particularly in months like September and April)
when the days are just perfect and you'd like a swim, but the water is simply too
cold. This is when a Sunwave solar pool heating system can have you enjoying your
pool, instead of just looking at it!

Strong and Durable
Manufactured from UV stabilised polypropylene, Sunwave pool heating collectors are super
tough and durable, providing trouble free solar heating for many years in Australia and
worldwide. Thousands of Sunwave pool heating collectors have been installed all around the
world in some of the harshest climates imaginable.
Polypropylene is known for its ability to withstand years and years of exposure to the harsh
effects of the sun.
This ruggedness also makes Sunwave solar pool heating the natural choice in Australia's
cockatoo infested suburbs – a costly and annoying problem on systems manufactured using less
durable material (ask us about our warranty against cockatoo attack).

Strong Performance
Maximum exposure to the sun and therefore maximum performance is ensured by
manufacturing the collectors with the heating tubes extremely close together.
In addition, the individual tubes are moulded with the header pipes into one piece, elimating
hundreds and hundreds of low pressure joints typically found on many other systems. Please ask
to see a sample collector and see for yourself how this feature will provide years and years of
benefits to you.
Unlike many other types of Pool solar heating, Sunwave can easily be moved or relocated with a
minimum of fuss and without leaving messy silicone or adhesive residue on your exposed roof.

Strong Warranty

All Sunwave components carry a 12-year, full parts warranty.
A Sunwave solar pool heating system will provide years of worry-free heating, all backed by the
world's largest solar pool heating manufacturer.

Solar Pool Heating...
It's Simple!
Your pool water is pumped through hundreds of individual tubes contained within the collectors lying in the sun on your roof.
The heat is absorbed by the water as it travels through the tubes and then returns to your pool.
Depending on some individual site conditions, such as amount of sun and wind already on your pool, your water could rise in
temperature by six to eight degrees.
On some days, your pool may only need a couple of degrees lift to achieve your comfort level. On these days, the Sunwave
controller will automatically turn the heating system off when your desired temperature is reached.
Steep roofs and high wind areas are not a
problem with Sunwave solar pool heating.
Our factory designed and built mountings
ensure the heating collectors are fixed
securely to your roof.
Because other appliances such as skylights,
solar hot water systems and whirlybirds are
all installed securely, so should your solar
pool heating system. Sunwave solar pool
heating has been engineered and developed
by a company with over 30 years experience
in the solar heating industry.

Large headers ensure low head loss.
Tubes & headers moulded as one, avoiding low pressure barbs &
grommets.
Tubes are extremely close together providing incredible efficiency.
Spacer bars hold tubes off the roof surface, allowing roof to stay

Pool Covers

Installing a pool cover (blanket) makes simple dollar saving sense. A pool cover not only
keeps dirt and debris out of your pool water but it also reduces evaporation by as much as
80% in the summer months, saving you on water, chemical and heating costs.

Pool covers also prevent valuable warmth generated by your heating system from escaping
the pool. The less heat you lose, the faster it is to re-heat your pool. This results in
considerable energy savings and prolonged lifespan of your heating system because it is
working less.

BENEFITS OF POOL COVERS
•
•
•
•

Reduces evaporation
Extends the swimming season
Reduces chemical usage
Keeps your pool cleaner

